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Semi-Supervised Learning (Adaptive Computation and Machine Learning)MIT Press, 2006
In the field of machine learning, semi-supervised learning (SSL) occupies the middle ground, between supervised learning (in which all training examples are labeled) and unsupervised learning (in which no label data are given). Interest in SSL has increased in recent years, particularly because of application domains in which unlabeled data are...
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Hacker's Challenge : Test Your Incident Response Skills Using 20 ScenariosMcGraw-Hill, 2001
"A solve-it-yourself mystery that will draw you in with entertaining, yet realistic scenarios that both challenge and inform you." --Tim Newsham, security research scientist, @stake, Inc.

Malicious hackers are everywhere these days, so how do you keep them out of your networks? This unique volume challenges your forensics and...
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Google Web Toolkit for AjaxO'Reilly, 2007
The Google Web Toolkit (GWT) is a nifty framework that Java programmers can use to create Ajax applications. The GWT allows you to create an Ajax application in your favorite IDE, such as IntelliJ IDEA or Eclipse, using paradigms and mechanisms similar to programming a Java Swing application. After you code the application in...
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Careers in Computers, Third EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2002
Need a job? Use the Net. Monster.com offers a resume builder, posting feature,
and hundreds of thousands of job opportunities online. The Internet has made
volumes of valuable, up-to-date information on any subject available to both
individuals and organizations. Requiring only a personal computer and modem,
an individual can...
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Even Faster Web Sites: Performance Best Practices for Web DevelopersO'Reilly, 2009
Performance is critical to the success of any web site, and yet today's web applications push browsers to their limits with increasing amounts of rich content and heavy use of Ajax. In this book, Steve Souders, web performance evangelist at Google and former Chief Performance Yahoo!, provides valuable techniques to help you optimize your site's...
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High Performance MySQL: Optimization, Backups, Replication, and MoreO'Reilly, 2008
High Performance MySQL is the definitive guide to building fast, reliable systems with MySQL. Written by noted experts with years of real-world experience building very large systems, this book covers every aspect of MySQL performance in detail, and focuses on robustness, security, and data integrity. High Performance MySQL teaches you advanced...
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Google Web Toolkit ApplicationsPrentice Hall, 2007
Accelerate and Simplify Ajax Development with Google Web Toolkit



Get the edge you need to deliver exceptional user experiences with Google™ Web Toolkit Applications, a guidebook that provides web developers with core information and...
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Functional Programming for Java Developers: Tools for Better Concurrency, Abstraction, and AgilityO'Reilly, 2011

	Why should a Java developer learn about functional programming (FP)? After all, hasn’t
	functional programming been safely hidden in academia for decades? Isn’t objectoriented
	programming (OOP) all we really need? This book explains why functional
	programming has become an important tool for the challenges of our time and how...
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Upgrading to PHP 5O'Reilly, 2004
This new book is targeted toward PHP developers who are already familiar with PHP 4.  Upgrading to PHP 5 offers a concise appraisal of the differences between PHP 4 and PHP 5, a detailed look at what's new in this latest version, and an explanation of how these changes affect you.  The book also covers more advanced...
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Build a Website for FreeQue, 2009
Build a Website for Free

 

Build yourself a state-of-the-art website.It’s incredibly easy... and it won’t cost you a dime! You need a website. But you don’t need the hassles that usually go with building one, or the expense of hiring someone...
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OpenSocial Network Programming (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009
OpenSocial is a set of common application programming interfaces for Web-based social network applications. As the first book on OpenSocial, this valuable resource discusses the unique area of social networking and the needs and different attributes of social network applications. You?ll get step-by-step instructions for creating OpenSocial...
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Windows 10 Absolute Beginner's Guide (includes Content Update Program)Que, 2015

	Book + Content Update Program


	 


	Make the most of your new Windows 10 device–without needing to be a technical expert! This book is the fastest way to take control of Windows 10, and use it to create, connect, and...
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